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LUMINANT MUSIC

QUICK START
Luminant Music is an application that makes the experience of playing the music you
love more enjoyable, more visceral, and visually spectacular.
In Luminant Music, your music is showcased to beautiful computer animation scenes
driven in real time by your music. The graphics and the music are synchronized into a
seamless, dynamic, one-of-a-kind mesmerizing show you can enjoy on your computer,
or share with others on sites like YouTube, Vimeo or Facebook.

Eight quick tips to help you get
going fast with Luminant Music

1.

Luminant Music comes with a Built-in Demo. If you just installed it,
press the Space bar to experience Luminant Music.
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2.

Move the mouse near the bottom to reveal the Play Controls and
away to hide them. These controls let you play and control the music.

3.

Move the mouse near the top to reveal the Scene Selection controls.
These let you select the visual scene that animates to your music.

4.

Move the mouse near the left of the screen to reveal the Main Menu.
The first item is the Playlist where you can add your music files to play.

5.

The menus appear and disappear as you move the mouse near or
away from them. The Menu Lock at the bottom left locks the menus
so they are always visible.
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6.

Graphics playing slow? Press [ or ] on your keyboard to adjust the
graphics area. A smaller area renders faster.

7.

There are many keyboard shortcuts. Here are a few essential ones:

8.

Luminant Music can easily create videos featuring beautiful computer
animation to your music ready to share on YouTube, Vimeo, Facebook,
etc., perfect every time and in HD and 4K.

Space
+/Page Up / Page Down
/
F1

Play/Pause
Volume control
Switch scenes
Switch music tracks
More keyboard shortcuts
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LUMINANT MUSIC

PLAY CONTROLS

At the bottom of the screen is the Play Control bar. Move the mouse down near it to
make it appear. Move the mouse up away from it and it will fade away.
The Menus Lock at the bottom left locks the menus so they don’t
appear and disappear depending on where your mouse is.
The Rewind button works several ways. Click it to select the previous
track. Hold it down while the music is playing to smoothly rewind. Hold
SHIFT and click it to skip back 5 seconds, or hold CONTROL to skip back
15 seconds.
The Fast Forward button works several ways. Click it to select the next
track. Hold it down while the music is playing to smoothly fast forward.
Hold SHIFT and click it to skip forward 5 seconds, or hold CONTROL to
skip forward 15 seconds.
The Stop button stops the music instantly. Hold SHIFT when you click it
to fade out the music to a stop instead.
The Play button plays or pauses the music.
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The Playhead area shows the current play location. Adjust track
position by dragging the playhead. The current track time is
displayed below it.
If enabled (see Options), a Frames per Second (FPS) display
appears towards the bottom right. 25 to 30 is good. 60 or higher is
awesome. If you often get below 25, you may need to optimize your
settings. Please see the Optimization section.
The Mute button mutes or unmutes the audio. Muting the audio
does not affect the creation of videos.
At the bottom right, the Volume slider lets you adjust the sound
volume. The setting does not affect the creation of videos.
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LUMINANT MUSIC

SCENE SELECTION

At the top of the screen is the Scene Selection bar. Move the mouse up near it to
make it appear. Move the mouse down away from it and it will fade out.
Luminant Music is a showcase of 3D computer animation scenes driven by your music.
The show is different and unique depending on what you are playing. There are many
scenes in Luminant Music and you can select the current one using the controls here.
The Previous Scene button selects the previous scene.

The Next Scene button selects the next scene.

The Scene Selection drop down box lets you select a scene from the
list of available ones. The current scene is marked with a triangle.
The Close button exits Luminant Music. Always use this button to exit
the program as it saves your preferences and properly shuts down all
components of the program.
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LUMINANT MUSIC

THE PLAYLIST
The Playlist Panel is where you add music tracks to play.
The New button clears the playlist. When the playlist is empty, a button
appears allowing you to create a Demo Playlist using built-in tracks.
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The Open button opens a Browse panel where you can navigate your
drives and folders to open an existing playlist.
Luminant Music can open Windows Media Player WPL playlists and
M3U/M3U8 playlists using relative or absolute paths. Luminant Music
saves its playlists using M3U8 format. See details about the Browse
panel below.
The Save button lets you save the current playlist. The Browse panel
appears at right to let you specify the name and location of the playlist.
Luminant Music playlists are saved in the M3U8 format. Hold
CONTROL down when you click Save to save immediately using the
current name, without confirmation.
The Loop button toggles playlist looping. If on, tracks will continue
playing from the beginning after the end of the playlist is reached.
The Shuffle button toggles playlist shuffling. If on, tracks are played in
random order. All tracks are played once before the cycle ends or
repeats if Loop is on.
The Add button adds music tracks to the Playlist. The Browse panel
appears on the right so you can select music files to add to your playlist.
Luminant Music can play MP3, OGG, WAV, and AFL sound files. Note
that a file must be loaded entirely for the music visualizer to work. If
you have very big sound files, you may experience a moment of silence
while the music track is loaded.
The Info button displays detail about the first selected track, or the
current track, displaying sound file metadata if available.
The Link button links any selected tracks to the current scene. When a
track and scene are linked, Luminant Music will switch to that scene
when the track plays.
Note that clicking this button links the selected tracks if any – those are
shown in blue. The current track is independent of that selection. You
can link several tracks at the same time by selecting multiple tracks.
The Unlink button unlinks any selected tracks so no particular scene is
selected when those tracks play.
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Things to know about your Playlist


The current playing track (the “active” track) appears with a triangle pointing to it.



In the Playlist, you can type part of the track name to go to it.



Hold SHIFT to select several contiguous tracks at once.



Hold CONTROL to select several separate tracks at once.



If a track is linked to a scene, that scene name appears under the track title.



Track title and Artist information are retrieved from metadata stored in the file.



Track length information is preliminarily pulled from metadata. When the track
plays, the exact length is updated.
Keyboard shortcuts active in the Playlist:

Home

Go to the top of the playlist

End

Go to the end of the playlist

Ctrl + A

Select all files

Delete

Remove selected files

Left Arrow

Activate the previous song

Right Arrow

Activate the next song

Enter

Play the first selected song

Backspace

Restart the active song

Ctrl + Up Arrow

Move the selected songs above the first selected track

Ctrl + Down Arrow

Move the selected songs below the last selected track
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LUMINANT MUSIC

THE BROWSE PANEL
Clicking on the Playlist Open, Playlist Save, or Playlist Add buttons displays the Browser
Panel to the right.
The Close button closes the Browse panel.

The Back button steps back to the previous folder you were browsing.

The current Directory is shown here. You can type directly, copy and
paste here.
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The Up button moves up a folder level. At the top level, logical drives
are shown (C:\, D:\, etc.).

The Filter text field helps you find files by select which files are listed.
Only files with titles that contain the Filter text are shown.
Folders are shown with this icon. Double-click to select.

Playlists are shown with this icon. Double-click to select.

Click the Add button to add a music file to the Playlist. When adding
music files, only valid music files are shown. You can select several files
to add at the same time.
Click the Remove button to remove a music file from the Playlist. This
button appears whenever a file is already on your Playlist. You can add
and delete multiple files by selecting several, then clicking one of those
icons. You can also delete files from your Playlist by selecting them on
the Playlist itself, then pressing Delete on your keyboard.
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LUMINANT MUSIC

SCENES CONTROL
In the Scenes Panel, you can control how scenes are played.

The Duration slider controls how long each scene is displayed. The
next two controls determine what happens at the end of this time.
The Scene Shuffle button toggles playing the scenes in random
order or in order as shown in the scenes list.
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The Scene Auto Next button toggles automatic stepping through the
scenes, or staying indefinitely in the current scene. If on, the scenes
will change to a new one according to the Duration slider setting and
the Shuffle setting.
If a track is Linked to a scene, Scene Auto Next is ignored and the
linked scene remains for the duration of the track.

Each scene can be selected by clicking on its name. If you are running
the unregistered version, scenes included in the trial version are
shown in orange and can be selected by clicking them. Scenes not
include in the trial are shown in gray. Clicking their name shows a
visual sample of that scene.
In the registered version, all scenes are enabled and appear orange.
The current scene is indicated by a triangle to the left.
You can select a scene by typing any part of its name, then pressing
Enter when found.
The On/Off button on each scene toggles enabling or disabling a
scene. Set to On, the scene is available when Scene Auto Next is on.
You can always select an available scene from this panel. If a track is
linked to a scene, that scene ignores this setting.
You can enable or disable all available scenes in one step by holding
down CONTROL and clicking a toggle button.

At the top of the scene list is the Title Scene, with and without the Luminant Music logo.
By default, these scenes only appear briefly when you start Luminant Music, but you
can turn them on permanently here if you like.
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LUMINANT MUSIC

AUDIO CONTROL
In the Audio Panel, you can control audio properties. It’s important to note that none
of these setting affect the videos created in Luminant Music. The original track is
always used as is.

The Mute toggle duplicates the control at the bottom right,
muting the audio.

The Volume slider sets the playback volume.
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The Balance slider pans the volume Left or Right.

The Bass, Midrange and Treble sliders adjust the tonality of the
audio. In the middle, the sound is unchanged.

If a microphone is available on your system, the Microphone
section is active.

The Microphone Active toggle turns on or off listening to the
microphone. When the microphone is on, the scenes respond to
the audio signal coming from the microphone, even if you
continue to play music from your Playlist.

If you have more than one microphone available, the Device drop
down box allows you to select which microphone to listen to.
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LUMINANT MUSIC

VIDEO CREATION
Luminant Music makes it possible and easy creating high-quality videos combining
Luminant Music graphics and your music to share with others on sites like YouTube
and Facebook.
Luminant Music can produce videos at 720p, 1080p, 1080p60, 2k, 2k60, and 4k.
Rendering a 4K video can take a while even on a good computer. Nonetheless, the
visual quality of videos at 2k and 4k makes the wait worthwhile. It is recommended that
you run a test at 320x180, which renders quite fast, to make sure all is well before
committing to a 4k render.
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Video Creation Fundamentals
Here are the fundamental concepts and the general steps to follow to create a video in
Luminant Music.

1. Select a music track. The track length defines the length of the video.

2. Divide the video into segments of time. Each segment can show a different scene
or camera view.

3. Assign a start time to each segment so scene changes go with the music.

4. Assign a scene to each segment.
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5. Select a Camera View for each scene. This determines how the camera moves
during that scene.
6. After determining the content for each scene, select the destination folder,
resolution and compression for your video, then Luminant Music does the rest.
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In the Select Video Scenes panel, the following controls appear.

At the top, a summary of your selected music file appears.

The Number of Segments field shows how many segments your
video is divided into. Each segment can feature a different scene.
Click – to delete the current segment. Click + to insert a segment
after the current one. Inserted segments split evenly the time
available between the current segment and subsequent
segments.
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Select the Current Segment by typing it in the text field, or step
sequentially using the arrows. You can also press Left Arrow and
Right Arrow on your keyboard.

The current Segment Length is shown.

The Start Time for each segment is next. If you don’t set it
specifically, scenes spread themselves evenly. If you specify a
number here, the segment start time is fixed at that value. You
can type 91, or 1:31 to enter that time.

The Camera View selects one of 128 random camera views for
this scene. Explore views until you find one that feels right.

The Preview slider lets you preview what the camera will do in
this scene. Scrub the slider back and forth to see how the
camera moves in this Camera View. If you prefer a different
camera path, select a different Camera View.

When you have finished selecting scenes for your video, click
Create Video to specify the format and location of your video.
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A few tips regarding Scene Selection:


Two scenes can share the same scene assignment and camera view. If they
match, the two scenes will blend seamlessly together



Some scenes appear dark until you play music. Play your music and pause it at
an interesting point, then it will be easier to see what each camera view is doing



If your music is playing, you can hold down Control and press + next to Number
of Scenes to insert a scene at that exact point in time of your video.



Your video settings per track are loaded and saved in your Playlist. Be sure to
save your changes before you exit.
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Advanced Video Scenes Controls
If you would prefer greater control of the video parameters, hold down Control when
you click Start to enter the Video Scenes Editor to activate a few additional advanced
controls. Once set, these parameters are in effect regardless if these controls are
visible or not.

The Video Seed changes the random number seed used to
generate the 128 Camera Views per scene. When you change the
Video Seed, all camera views in the video change accordingly.
Each seed creates a predictable set of unique views.

The Camera Speed setting allows the camera to move faster or
slower during the scene. Before you change the setting, more
the Preview slider to the frame you most want to keep, then
adjust the timing. The camera will move slower or faster relative
to the current selected frame.

The Camera Start setting changes the initial position of the
camera in the segment. Click the arrows for small adjustments.
Hold Shift and click the arrows for coarser adjustment. Hold
Control and click the arrows for fine-tuned adjustment.
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In the Video Configuration panel, the following controls appear:

At the top, a summary of your selected music file appears.
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An estimate of the video File Size and the Space available in the
output folder are shown. The working space is much larger than
the final video size because there are many temporary working
files generated.

The Folder specification lets you select the location where the
video will be saved, as well as where temporary working files will
be created. Click the folder icon on the right to select a folder.

The Filename field allows you to specify the video filename. It
defaults to match your sound track filename.

The Resolution slider lets you select one of several preset
dimensions for your video. If you are posting to YouTube or
similar, we recommend going with either 1080p, 2k or 4k. Smaller
videos render faster and take up less space while larger videos
show more detail. The smallest size is great for creating previews.
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The Objective slider lets you select one of several preset
compression levels for your video according to what you want to
do with it. A smaller file size will store the video with slightly
reduced quality.
The highest setting is recommended if you plan to upload the
video to sharing sites like YouTube because the video will be
processed further there and you want to provide the highest
quality source. The highest quality setting may not play well on
your computer if at all, but it makes for the best source material
to upload.

When you are happy with your settings, click Create to begin the
process. The process is fully automated from here. Higher
resolution videos take longer.
When you click Create, three things will happen:


The audio will play by itself so that every detail can be
recorded. If you need to redo a video, this step will be
cached and saved for next time.



The animation will be created frame by frame, creating
short video segments in the process.



Finally, the video segments are assembled and combined
with the audio and a notification of success is displayed.

The Show in Folder button allows you to open the video in its
location using Windows Explorer. If the video has not yet been
created, this button opens the destination folder.
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Advanced Video Output Controls
If you would prefer greater control of the video generation, hold down Control when
you click Create Video to activate a few additional advanced controls in the Video
Configuration panel. Once set, these parameters are in effect regardless if these
controls are visible or not.

The Keep Individual Frames as PNGs option preserves the
otherwise temporary individual frames rendered as a sequence
of PNGs. These represent the highest quality lossless option if
you plan to use the output as source material for further editing.

The Supersample if Possible option enables rendering at the
highest quality setting. The smaller the output resolution, the
greatest the quality improvement. Any resolution less than 4k
can benefit from this setting, at the expense of a longer render
cycle.
Some computers with limited video RAM or older drivers may not
be able to render with this feature on.

The Encode Video option enables you to turn off creation of
video if your only goal is to render individual PNG frames.
Turning this off automatically sets Keep Individual Frames as
PNGs.
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LUMINANT MUSIC

DISPLAY OPTIONS
In the Options panel, you can customize how some of the display elements appear.
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The Track Info drop down box lets
you select what track information is
displayed.

None

Title | Album – Artist

Artist | Title

Artist – Title | Album

Title | Artist

The Style drop down box lets you
select how the track information is
displayed.

Stack Bottom

Forward

Clean Caps

Minimalist

Stack Top
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The Location drop down box lets
you select where track information
is displayed.

Top Left

Top Center

Top Right

Bottom Left

Bottom Center

Bottom Right

The Background drop down box
lets you select how to enhance
titling visibility.

None

Flat Pane

Dark Band

Dark Horizon

Ice

Azure

Warm
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The Time drop down box lets you
select how track time is displayed.

Position | Length

Position | Remaining

Position of Length | Remaining

Position [Remaining] | Length

The FPS toggle shows or hides the
Frames Per Second display.
Generally, FPS of 25 to 30 is good.
60 or more is excellent.
Consistently less than 25, please see
performance options in Optimization.
FPS Counter

The Tooltips toggle shows or hides
tooltips.
Tooltips appear close to the controls they
explain when you hover over a control.
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The Tour toggle enables or disables
a brief introductory tour when you
load Luminant Music.
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LUMINANT MUSIC

OPTIMIZATION
The Optimize panel helps you improve the rendering speed of Luminant Music.
Rendering 3D scenes to music is a very demanding job for a computer. If the graphics
generally look good to you, there’s nothing to do here. If the graphics appear sluggish
or stuttering, this panel provides ways to help your computer play smother animation.
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Optimize Panel Controls

The Letterboxing slider makes the graphics area
smaller vertically. You can adjust this with the
keyboard as well by pressing Ctrl + [ and Ctrl + ].

The Pillarboxing slider makes the graphics area
smaller horizontally. You can adjust this with the
keyboard as well by pressing Shift + [ and Shift + ].
You can adjust both simultaneously by holding
down Shift when you move either slider. You can
also adjust both by pressing [ and ] on your
keyboard.

The Resolution drop down box lets you change
the resolution of the Luminant Music window.
The smaller the resolution, the faster a computer
can render.

The Full Screen toggle switches between running
in a regular window, good when you plan to use
Luminant Music side by side other applications,
or full screen, great when you only need to run
Luminant Music. Luminant Music runs and looks
best when Full Screen is on.
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The Quality drop down box lets you select one of
several quality level presets. The lower the
number, the easier it is for the computer to
render, at the expense of decreased visual polish.
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LUMINANT MUSIC

HELP

The Help panel displays common keyboard shortcuts as well as access to the
documentation. It also provides several test functions to help troubleshooting.

The Help panel also provides three diagnostic panels.
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In addition to the keyboard shortcuts and documentation links panel, the Help panel also
provides three additional diagnostic panels, accessed using the three buttons at the top.

The TEST panel provides
performance data.
You can also reset all user
preferences here. Warning,
your registration will also be
reset, so please ensure you
have your serial number
handy.

The SPECS Panel Shows a
detailed specs list about
your computer. These may
be helpful during customer
support and may be copied
using the button provided.

The LOG panel shows any
messages reported by the
program. These might be
helpful during customer
support. You can copy
them using the button
provided.
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LUMINANT MUSIC

KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS
CONTROL PANELS
ESC

Show and lock controls

Shift + ESC

Hide all controls (ESC to restore)

F1

Show this screen

F2

Playlist

F3

Scene options

F4

Audio setup

F5

Create a video

F6

Display options

F7

Performance optimization

F8

About Luminant Music
PLAYING MUSIC

Space

Play / Pause Scene and Music

Left Arrow

Previous Track

Right Arrow

Next Track

Shift + Left Arrow

Rewind 5 seconds

Shift + Right Arrow

Skip 5 seconds

Ctrl + Left Arrow

Rewind 15 seconds

Ctrl + Right Arrow

Skip 15 seconds

Backspace

Restart current track

Ctrl + S

Stop Instantly

Shift + Ctrl + S

Stop with 5 second fadeout

Ctrl + M

Mute

Minus

Volume -10%

Plus

Volume +10%

Equals

Volume +10%
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TRACK LIST
Enter

Play selected track

Insert

Add tracks

Delete

Delete selected track

Home

Go to top of track list

End

Go to end of track list

Up Arrow

Select previous track

Down Arrow

Select next track

Ctrl + A

Select all tracks

Ctrl + O

Open a playlist

Ctrl + S

Save playlist

Ctrl + N

New playlist
SCENES

Space

Play / Pause Scene and Music

Shift + Space

Play / Pause Scene Only

Ctrl + Space

Play / Pause Music Only

Page Up

Previous scene

Page Down

Next scene

Ctrl + L

Link current track to current scene

Shift + Ctrl + L

Unlink current track from current scene
GRAPHICS DISPLAY

[

Decrease framed size

]

Increase framed size (to full screen)

Shift + [

Decrease width only (pillarboxing)

Shift + ]

Increase width only

Ctrl + [

Decrease height only (letterboxing)

Ctrl + ]

Increase height only

Back Quote (`)

Capture screen at 1X, Shift: 2X, Ctrl: 4X, Shift + Ctrl: 8X
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LUMINANT MUSIC

LEGAL INFORMATION
Luminant Music™ is © 2017 Luminant Universe, Inc. All rights reserved.

This program includes technologies developed and owned by others.
NAudio is used under the Microsoft Public License (Ms-PL).
This software uses FFmpeg under the GNU Leser General Public License (LGPL) version 3.0.
Source code for ffmpeg is available here: www.luminantmusic.com/ffmpeg_source. We
recommend using the latest version found here: www.ffmpeg.org.
FFmpeg is a trademark of Fabrice Bellard, originator of the FFmpeg project.

Select music tracks are recognized as follows:
From OurMusicBox.com, used under the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY license:








Jay Man: Spanish Nights
Johann Sebastian Bach: Prelude and Fugue No. 1 in C major, BWV 846
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov: Flight of the Bumblebee
Franz Liszt: Liebesträume
Jay Man: Vibrant Energy
Claude Debussy: Arabesque
Jay Man: Wholesome Life

From TeknoAXE.com, used under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license:



TecknoAXE: Pitch Black
TecknoAXE: Glitch Laboratory

From IMSLP.org, used under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license:


Enrique Granados: Valses Poéticos, performed by Edson Lopes
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